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The Forest Firing Project, othenrise known as forest raku, represents a change it my

work &om the site to an expeditional concept. Expeditions are of an impulsive, impractical and

hryhly esthetic nature, whether military, scientific or purely recteational. They always originate

&om high ideals and are carried out with materid elegance and great ceremonial concern. This

is an integration of idea, matedal, and process. To achieve this integration in a purely esthetic

sense, I decided to use the stnrcture ofexpedition as opposed to site, object, euent or happening.

The beginningp of the expedition idea were rooted in awe of naturd phenomena and

in the desire to create art works with them and by them. My first ideas were directed toward

wing the unharnessed energy in nature with a process orientation such as derteloped in the

Hidden Valley project. Recendy, and quite spontaneously, I had the idea of using the energy of
a forist fire in some way. This lended itself to the expeditiond concept so I began planning and

gathering information about forests which resulted in an interview with a representative of the

United States Forest Service.

With a fairly one-sided enthusiasm the Forest Service man and myself studied the

possibility of fuing clay to a vitrifying temperature in the heat of, a forest fite. A long list of
variables developed from his lcnowledge of forest fires and my knowledgg of clay, including

ri'eather condirions, forest type, source and direction of fire relating to topqrraPhy, type of clay

used and thickness of form. At the end of this discussion it was decided that temPeratuses to
vitrify clay could indeed be reached and, by designing a form correcdy, it could be protected

against explosion in the rapid temperature rise to which it would be exposed. The only problem

which the Forest Service saw ilr prohibitive was that I would have litde chance of guessing

where a fire might occur. This was not so big a problem. It simply meant that I would have to

put several fotms in an area that was prone to burning and wait maybe forty yea,rs.

Information on forest fire &equency was easily obtained by looking at the Forest

Service fire charts. I discovered that the South Plaae forest district in Pike National Forest had

the highest &equency of fires in Colorado, as well as some of the most extensirrc. One week-end

of reconnoitering led me to an area which was ideal in every way for this project. It was well-

used by people - the biggest qtuse of fires. However, off the rails it wes so dense and wild that

not many people would venture to where I planned to put the clay forms. I decided to base the

expedition at Lo$t Park cow camp which offered a convenient center point from which to fan

out into two heavily forested qua&angle areas. :
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This project had to begin in the studio with the *1kitg of clay forms to be placed in

the forest, because there was no workable clay in the atea. Also, by usiqg processed clay a clay

body was better adapted for this high thermd shoclc use. The sphere was selected as the basic

form because it will distribute impact from any direction more evenly throughout its surface

than any othet s6ucture. The only problem is that a sphere is only stable on a flat surface and

most of rhese forms would be placed on slopes. For this re:rson the spheres were belted around

one circumference ro prevent rolling. Each sphere was hollow with very thin walls and a small

opening ar one end to allow for rapid drying out of chemical water during fitt.g, Plastic bags

were sealed around each form after it was bone dry. This was done to prevent disintegration by

water and &eezing.

When. ten spheres were finally completely dry, arto three-day expeditions were

mounted on consecutive weekends. The frrst party included my wife, Susan, as maP and camera

bearer (photo 2),Leo Vera as straw bearer (photo 3), Gil Gaitan as.rxe bearer (photo 4) and

myself as sphere bearer (photo 1). The second page of photograptrs shows the site of the base

camp (photo 6) at Lost Park cow camp. The spheres rode up from the studio on a bed of straw

in the back of the Volksragen and are shown (photo 5) grouped for the expedition Poftraits.

The specially constructed foam rubber packs (photo 7) were for carrying the spheres to

location. We also had a paclc for straw and a maP case.

The first expedition managed only four placements (see map 1 and photos 8, 9, 10

and ll). All eight spheres of both expeditions were placed in mulh the same way. Areaswere

arbitrarily chosen on heavily forested slopeu Once we had hiked to the general vicinity of each

of these iue.u;, we selected the densest part of the forest and set about cutting wood and

building a lean-to or ffre hut in which we placed a stick pyre, straw and then the plastic wrapped

sphere. The pupose of the lean-to was to protect the sphere against fa[ing branches, wind,

snow, hail, and even animals, It also served as added fuel for the anticipated firing. The stich

pyre served to raise the sphere up off the ground dlowing it to be fued evenly. As can be seen,

the lean-tos were built with the materials arailable. In some cases, the upright supPorts were of
stone where the ground was too rocky to sink supp'orts, In most casesr the wooden suPPorts

were at least secured by rock piles to retard rotting.
I'he second expedition was hampered by rain and felver assistants, but we managed

to situate four more spheres (see map 2 *dphotos !2,13,14 and 15). These were over much

more raried terrain and were also at least one mile apart &om each other. The likelihood of a

fire spreading oyer an area greater.than one square mile, such as the adjacent Hourglas Bwn,

would be low. For this reason, the spacing of forest spheres at mile intervals increased the

chance of a firing should a fire strike anywhere in the area"
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Photographs L6, 17,18, and 19 record a simulation sequence that was performed as a

test of the firing technique and an illustration of what should result, since neither may ever be

seen. The simulation lean-to w:ls constructed in much the same way as all the others. It was

then ignited and complercly engulfed in flame within one minute. This was as fast a tempera-

ture rise as could happen in the most extreme of forest fire situations. In forty minutes the

sphere was removed from the ashes in one piece, vitrified far beyond the point of being slaked

down in water. The duation of this simulation 6ring roughly corresponded to the burning time

of a forest &e in any one place, girrcn that a forest fre burns as a traveling line. In order to

complete the simulation, the fired sphere was taken to an area in Estes Park, Colorado, that had

recently burned. Photograph 20 shows the artist's conception of what a fired forest sphere

would look lilce in its recendy burned environment.

Let it be noted that I do not wish there to be a forest 6re in any of these locations.

I do not need that kind of product satisfaction. If there was any product need, it has been

satisfied by the simulation. When and if a forest sphere is ever fired, I will naturally try to

collect it. I will not, however, take it for any intrinsic object value it *ght have because its

greater value will be of an extrinsic nature. The fred object will be a token of an idea. That

idea is the irony of forcing a constructive result on a destructive force. Of course, this irony is

nothing new. It has always existed benreen fire and forest. Even though fre destroys a great

deal of life, both plant and animal, it is a vital part of most forest ecologies, necessary for repro-

duction of some trees and the periodic clearing of dead wood and undergrowth that could

present a wild fire threat if allowed to accumulate. Even wild fire, however' may in a larger

ecological sense be beneficial because of subsequent erosion and soil building farther down

srream. Ecology aside, let there be no fire. The best accident that can happen is if some

rancher, sheep herder, or hiker fin& a forest sphere in its little fire hut and is baflled by it for

the rest of his life.
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